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By Robert Aickman

FABER FABER, United Kingdom, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Main. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Peter Straub called Robert Aickman this century s most profound writer of what we call
horror stories . Aickman s strange stories (his preferred term for them) are a subtle exploration of
psychological displacement and paranoia. His characters are ordinary people that are gradually
drawn into the darker recesses of their own minds. First published in the USA in 1988 and in the UK
in 1990 The Wine-Dark Sea contains eight stories that will leave the reader unsettled as the
protagonists fears and desires, at once illogical and terrifying, culminate in a disturbing yet
enigmatic ending. For fans of the horror genre Robert Aickman is a must read. As Peter Straub
notes in his introduction Aickman s originality was rooted in need - he had to write these stories,
and that is why they are worth reading and rereading . Superb tales of suspenseful unease . . . a
contemporary master of the genre. Publishers Weekly.
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful to all of category of men and women. it had been writtern extremely completely and helpful. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
-- Joha tha n Ha a g-- Joha tha n Ha a g

Completely essential study publication. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very easily could get a delight of reading a
composed publication.
-- Ma r ilyne Ma cejkovic-- Ma r ilyne Ma cejkovic
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